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Abstract

There is a growin4 interest in the field of speech bommunication

I

byl Legal educators and a mutual interest in the lawyering process by

communication educators. One dimension of this interest is the de-:

velopment of undergraduate courses which focus on communication in'

the legal This article describes one such course which has

A144
been offered both at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst and

at. the University.of Arizona.
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There has been'a burgeoning interest in communication skills by members of

the bench and bar. Numerous legal' educators are recognizing that lawYering

requires "a sophisticated awareness of how humails are likelyto acp or react

in any given situation" and "very high-level abilities not only to communicate,

but also to perceive the full rangeo6f4bat is being coMmunicatedipy the

parties; and...a good knowledge....of the psychology of communication and per:

ul*
suasion...techniques which can be used in or adjusted to various situations.

Books and articles on lawyering skills are borrowing more and more from Com-

2 .

munications literature. Conferences and workshops for practicing lawyers are

3

making considerable use of communications specialistg. And survey after survey

tends to support the notion that effective communication skills are essential

for those in the legal profession.
4

In spite of an increasingly-widespread belief by many in the legal pro-
-

,fession that communication skills are fundamental ta? the broad spectrum of a

lawyer's work, law schools have been.unwilling'either'to develop rhetoric/com-

munication-oriented courses in their own curricul or.to -require undergraduate

courses in.speech communication for pre-law student . The strongest known

recommendation in this direction is that,"commumicative skill should be de-

:

veloped before admission to law school" and that much of this skill "is not

peculiar to the law and can be taught outside 4a lbgal environment."5 I take

this statement to be a rather or invitlion to communications faculty to pro-

vide opportunities for aspiring lawyers in communication theory and skills de-

* velopment.

Indeed, speech communication educators through'their teaching and research

have shown an increased interest in lawyering'skills. This essay,.however, is

only indirectly concerned with their research, specifically'as it applies to.

.familiarizing instructors who have emerging interests in teaching about communi-
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I V.

cation skills which are useful to the legal profestion. OuS main Concern

here is how the speech communication curricula might adapt to the-needs of

potential law'school students. Certainly interpersonal and small group com-

munication courses are especially useful for legal interviewing, counseling,

andnegotiating. Public communication and persuasion courses are.an excellent

means by which to develop skills of, expository expression, advocacy, and

audience analysis and adaptation,., Argumentation toures help studpits analyze

.

propositions, select materials for case-building and refutation, test evidence

and reasoning, cross- examine, and present arguments orally. Closely related
4

to argumentation courses are co-curricular debating teams which can provide

"an eAellent training ground...for spealeing."
6

In addition to these standard offerings, new courses intlegal communica-

tion are being introduced all over the country,
7
and."requests for Ample

.

. *. ,......-

syllabi, course materials, bibliographies, and the like are darting from place

8 i ..

to place. One such undergraduate course, called Communication in the Legal

, .
.

Process," was developed at,.7the University of Massachusetts and,will soon be
I

offered as well at the UniNiersity of Arizona. The course.wasinitiated in 1978
e

and is offered as an elective to"juniors and seniors each academic year. It is

. ,
a three-credit course which draws most of its custeffiers from students pursuing

,
a pre-legal education. Most of the students are majoring in,Aditical science, ,

En sh, history, legal studies, or communication studies. Thi course is *
4

4-'

.

,

predicated upon the belidf that lawyers, judges, litigants, and'jurors..face .

VI

numerous qgmmunication problems on a dailytiasis in criminal an ciVil justice.

1,
-- s

Particular attention is given to the research2 literature related to verbal and

fr

non - verbal aspect 4,..0 Commiffiic.ation as they apply to the legal Oncerns of

It.

\*;

The class ie limited td twenty-five students. We.meet each week for two

-interviewing, netbtiatingandlitigatidg.

)
r

44-
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to undertake this jcind of revtooling, they can no doubt perceive how what they

have been teaching in their courses for years can relate to various egal

settings. Even then speech communication"-instructors are not,prepared to

teach "the law," nor shOuld they make any attempt to do so. That Is a task

which' shout be left to the legal experts. What speech Communication profes-'

sionals are prepared to do, hqwever, is to
,

teach pre-law and other interested.

4'
undergraduates how to sharpen certain communication and theoretical skills

-which will prove useful whefever and if ever they take part in some aspect of ,

od judicial system, be it as .lawyers, judges, cliefits, or jurors.

\ Unit One; Introduction to Communication Theory and the Legal Process

My aim in the first few classes is to orient the students to the course,

to the legal profession, and to the nature of the American judicial.system.

I talk in cursory fashion about the size of the legal system, what a lawyer

dogs din his/her job, how a lawyer is trained to develop'vvious lawyerifig

skills,the kinds of careers law

justice in the United States. I

COL-.

chapters and articles which will

11
criminal and civil cases.

school graduates pursue, and

also require the students to

refresh their, understanding o

the machinery of

read textbook

f processing

We also turn our atte_ion to a consideration of the relationship between

legal matters and rhetorical/communication theory and research. A quick survey

of tho historY of and similarities in rhetorical education and legal education

' is presented using the lqcture method.' In addition, we take a look at sore of

the classic r search which linki both disciplines'(e:g., Kalven and Zeisel's

The American J ry).
12 The first course unit is the shortest unitrand is de-.

p
signed to create an' appropriate overall atmosphere for:the remainder of the

semester.
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I talk in cursory fashion about the size of the legal system, what a lawyer
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chapters and articles which will refreah their understanding of processing

criminal and civil cases.
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We also turn our ate_...ion to a consideration of the relationship between

legal matters and rhetorical/communication theory and research. A quick survey
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Unit Two: Communication Theory andipractice in Interviewing and Counseling

The legal interviews involves'a consideration of,fact-gathering, advising,

and counseling. In each of these areas, an attempt is made to make the student

aware of the verbal and yn-verbal factors which play a role in the success or

failure of the interactions. Students are exposed to the philosophy that the

interview and counseling situation is a get and give situation --the laWyer's

primary goal is 'to secure facts and interpretations of the case, while at the

same time:giving clients various items of information and advice. To accom-

plish this, theoiies of dyadic,communication are applied to client, witness,'

lawyer reiationshiPs.
13

We initially. look at-the nature of dyadic communication. For-instance,

how do proximity, informality, and simultaneous message exchange affect the

quality of an interview? Barriers between laWyer and client'such as sncio-

ecanoto4c status,, educational status, race, sex, and emotional stress are cod-

r---

sidered.in some detail because of the potential they have to distort the legal

interview. We also consider how physdcal and vocal cues affect the interview,

what constitutes appropriate feedback, and'the elemet of linguistic, role,

and environmental influence such as/the arrangement and appearance of the law

office. All of these matters are analyzed'from the point of view of reducing

client or witness anxiety, while, at the same time, maximizing the ability of

an attorney to gather facts.

Students'read material by psychologists, lawyers, and interpersonal com-

munication theorists.on the stages of a Successful lawyer-client interview,

They alsp.parficipate in short classroom exercises on maintaining topic control

.through the.use o6.a.funnel sequence and appropriate ,probes. Finally, we look

at the nature of legal 'counseling and the kinds of advice lawyers generally do

and do dot give. By the end of the unit, the student should'understand bow an
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effective lawyex establishes rapport in'a legal interview.

The oral assignment which caps'this unit is a role-play interview in which./

the student attorney is asked to demonstrate awareness
,.

of his or her own per-

Ceptual sets and projections. Tht exercise closely follows a procedure used

by the American Bar Association Law Student Division in its Client Counseling

Competition.
14

The class is diyided into triads for the purpose of conducting ,

hypothetical client interviews. Two students act as laWyers and the third

I
plays the client.' A few days before the assignment, each two-member team re-

.

ceives a consultation problem which is a very brief memorandum similar to that

which a legal secretary might present tohis or her employer. Meahwhile, the

client is given a confidential, detailed profile of his or her role. On the

day of the assignment, a'thirty minute'cohsultation is held in front of the

class in which the student lawyers are expected to elicit the relevant informa-

tion, outline a problem, And propose (a) solution(s) for resolving the problem.

During a fifteen- minute post-consultation period, the lawyers and client give

(

their impressions.and general feelings about the interview. This is then

followed by an instructor and 'class critique which focuses on the extent to which

the goals of.he-interview have been met and the communication skills which have

or have not been displayed. Rather than scheduling everyone during regular

class meeting time, and in order to have everyone in the class assume Ehe role

of Student lawyer, several outsidelaboratoty appointments are arranged. The

chock interview constitutes 10% of the student's final grade.

Unit Three: Communication Theory and Practice in Negotiating and Pre-Trial

Strategies

gstiTegal cases neverilvolve into a courtroom experience. It is there-
).

fore important for the student to achieve some measure of competence in"negotia-

tion sand pre-trial strategies. With this in mind, students are exposed to the

verbal and non-verbal aspedts of conflict resolution, including work in various

sor



types of small group situations and face-to-face interactions demanded by the

goal of arbitration and compromise.
15

we r . N.

r
.

.., .

SeveWtopics are covered in tills unit. First, students are presented with
. t .

,

. ,

a rationale for negotiating and an explanation as to how negotiation operates

within our legal system.
16

Second, we review. the literature on conflict and

conflictresolution, relying heavily on an application of dyadic and small

group communication research as it appliei td the resolution of disputes.
17

Third, students are asked to,discover and discuss in class concrete ways in which
1

awyers can use conflict resolution theory to_negotiate eases. Fourth, we

examine two specific 'area's Of legal negotiationjudicial diversion and plea

bargaining.% Fifth, we make an analysis of investigation methiods and the gather-

ing of real evidence and oral testimony. An important communication dimension

of fact-gathering is witness perception and memory.
19

Sixth, an analysis of

discovery techniques is made looking Olosely at the language, style, organiza-

tion, and analysis of issues.
20 The seventh consideration is the pre-trial_

conference and how it too can be used to resolvettisputes (solve problems).
21

The major assignment here, worth 20% of the student's final grade, is an

oral and written exercise in negotiating a civ 1 settlement. A consumer fraud .

cash study based upon actual public interest litigation is used.
22

Students

1

are asked to read-their way through the)case very slowly, over a period of

days. They are urged to place themselves in the shoes of the attorneys., 'How

would they, as ;the atAorneys, decide certain strategic and tactical questions?

,Dozens of
/

communication'questinns lurk unidentified tHroughout'the mosaic of
,

this caae. As the student' reeds the case, s/he is asked to answer these

questions in writing. The questions are designed to relate the dyadic and

small group communication theory to this particular legaIlmatter. For the

most part, questions of law are not considered since this is not the focal

point of the course.
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After a period,of approximately two weeks= addagsuming each student has

. .

finishes the written part of the assignment, the students are divided into
,

.

groups. Some assume the rnle of defenselawyers for the bank; other represent

the cdmplainant whois claiming consumes -fraud regarding dance Lessons.

e

Several groups with'teams of two lawyerg fot each aide,are operating simultin-

c

eously. They are asked not to discuss what..tey are doing with students,in

the other, negotiating grOups until the assitmenthas been 'completed by every-

-

' one. I ask each group to make certain assumptions about the status of the

particular case.
2
.3 Then I send them off to negotiate outside class. The

students representing the complainantwho obtain the largest settlement (relative

to allthe other students representing co ainants in theother groups) receive

s!,

a bonus to their grade on.the assignment. Similarly, the students representing

the defendgnt who Obtain the smallest_ settlement receive the same grade bonus.

Groups that fail to settle are ineligible o the award. Within a week, each

r.

group submits a signed paper containing asiy settlement/to which they have agreed.

Also, each individual class member submits the answers to the questions asked

prior to their, ,negotiating as:well as a commentary in which s/he describes the

. communication dynamics of the negotiations. Students take this assignment very

0

seriously, get involved in tough bargaining with each other, and generally write

very perceptive papers concerning their group's behavior.

Unit Four: Communication The4.and Practice in the Trial Process

Withoutdoubt the strongest beacon which interests people in the legal

professlon'is their concept of litigation. It is, in the eyes of most people,

the sinequa non of-lawyering: Yet, even for many practicing lawyers, it remains

an enigma, largely because thy have failed to explore;the various phases of the

%'
trial p ;ocess with an eye toward determining the-preciserole of communication

in each phase. Students ip this course are asked to reflect upon communications

O
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in various phases of the trial dialogue: attorney-judge, attorney-attorney,

ts

attorney-client-witnesses, attorney-jury, witness-jury, defendant-jury, jury-
,

jury, and judge-jury. In each instance, verbal and non-Nerb.al factors .interact'

to producethe final experience. Students Irasked to attend to these factors

in the trial process. Since most of the literature on communication and law is

oi.this subject; the majority of course, time is spent on litigation7°

At some point during this unit, a midi-term examireation.ds given to the

students'which acdOunts.for another 29% of their total mark. There are no

additional oral exercises )6ch as those described in the units'on,interviewing

and negoiating. This does no't reflect a lack of desire for exercises in court-
,

room advocacy; but rather a lack of time dn.one semester to have the students

engage in simulated trial practice. Another course in our curriculum, "kw:.

mentation," does, howeller, afford that opportunity. Unit Four is divided into,

seve topics which are considered in the following discussion.'

(1) An introduction to the trial. We begin the unit with .some general ob-

servations about such matters as whether a jury'tria1,6r a judge trial is pre-

lereble and we look at bench trials and jury trials, as communication/persuasion

-models. Several pertinent readings from Rita Simob's works are assigned
24

and

a videotape of a trial is seen and discussed.
25

(2)' Voir dire. Following a discussion ofd the representativeness of the

venire, we launch into jury selection matters such as the kinds, of questions

which can be posed to the potential jwors, the strategy that should be employed
°

by the,questioners, the conduct of, the examiner; and how the voir dire can un-
,

cover jurot bias. Audience analysi6 research on ,sex,' age, occupation, and

4
li ,

ethni, and ,racial characteristics can help determine-the most desirable jurors.

Part of bur, activity here is to create hypothetical situations (e.g., the

plaintiff is a child whose parents are claiming personal injuries) after which

11
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we seek oat social. science research which will help us to find. ideal jurors.
26

.

We also analyze specimen voir dire from local official court transcripts and

fromisome cases where vast amounts of research on.potentialijurors has I4en
4

done (e.g., the Angela Davis a
2W

nd the Hdrrisburg Seven Cases),. Studepts soon.

<

recognize that preparation for voir dire' must be done with utmost care.

(3) Opening statements. Here is an ideal topic to apply theories of

expository speaking and, to some extent persuasive speaking, co the courtroom.

Students consider the go4s of opening statements, the content of opening

statements, technilpes of presentation such as narrative style, attentiCt6/

factors,
i

and delivery, what steps should be taken in preparing an opening

statement, and the importance of the opening statement in the overall trial
28

This last topic ,pllows us to review the literature on primacy from which some
.

4

students _conclude that there,may indeed be some adwincage to deliveringthe

first remarks in a trial,
29

-

(4) Examination of witnesses. LcSokyng at witness testimony is a marvel-

ous way to illmstraie the uncertainties and ens ions during any trial. After

an introductory explanation of trial _procedure a d the ,nature., admissatility,

- and form of legal evfdencet'the htudent is ready to explore communication

strategies in diren* examination, cross-examination, and raising objections

There is an abundance of good literature on the credibilit;rof evidence

sources,
30

Within thl, i topic:students find it especially fascinating to
.

.i J
consider the coaching of-witnesses fir direct examination. The film, "The'

,

.Shooting of Big Man," is called again to our attention since there was a
4

Considerable lonnt endant coaching shown. One of the course handouts
, .

distxibuted at this point deals how' an attorney can handle various kinds
A

`of problem witnesses.. Throughout the treatment of this topic, samples of

. i

witness questioning are Rresented in class and, valuated by the student

A

12
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110
(5) Closing'argaments. Tb many,%the.mo ohviously persuSsive part of

1
/

.i 1/4

1.4.. t
11.

a jury trialis suipmation%.As a result, this topic 4s ideal for linking

. .

.the courtroom context, to. appropriate theories, principles; and research find-
.

ings concerning argumentation and pe uasiOn. In developing this topic, we

examine the purpose of closing st tements,.hewa lawyer should prepare a .

, .

cb.sing statement,, the content of t Rothhe Closing argument for the prosecutor

.

-9r the.Olaintiff ankthe defense, hoW a closing statement should be organized,

* ',. .,
.-

, .

'he role of.emotional appeal, the delivetY of closing argument, and a review

. of-recdcy literature.
31

Students read and analyze,specithen closing arguments

, as a,means of learning:principles of argumentation and persuasion.
, 0 . - 7 . I -

(6) Trial judge communication. Although other astkeets of trial-judge
. ,

communication are briefly considered,' this topic is
, 4
aimea mostly at'judge in-

,

. . .

structj.ons to the jury. We evaluate the merits and disachiantages of patterned

i
. . _

.
.

or uniform ihstrUction-giving. Juror comprehension is analyzed as we look
t 2

" at some of the research done it this subjec4. We also take note as to how .

_

, t 32

he\ciiretted verdict and the Allen diarge-affect communications between judge'

and jury and among jurors in the jury room. Fghallywe'valuate the oral

10.

presentations of tome judges giving instructions tothe jury. Comments tend

to fotus on the judge's language, organization, voice, brevity, and redundancy.

. _.

(7) Jury deliberation. Small.gcoup communization theory is rigorously

/

applied to this final topic in Unit Four.
34

We begin this topic by examining

and evaluating some of the pre-delibeiation communication limitations placed

, .
.

onjurors, such as not allow10ing jurors to
s

ask)questions of witnesses while a
. M

M

trial is in progress.35 We further
.

exemtn\the advantages and disadvantages of

.
a

having the jury take notes during the trial 36 'We'We then shift our
9

thinking from the courtroom.to the jury room anclook at small group commun4a-

miii 37
tion'as it'applied to (a), hung jury discussions," (b) nonunanimous versus

unanimous verdict diliOsSions,38 and c) the size of the jury,.
3

-

9
',Bee se so
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12

much 'of-this topic depends on using so1al science research on jury behavior,

we pause to locate oommon methodologies and Vvaluate the research overall.
,4 //

Finally, we ]ook at research on specific elements of jury deliberation lich as

40,./

the role and ilgortance of the'foreperson,
41

-confusion in the deliberation pros-

cess end the degree (q...juror misunderstanding,
42

credibility of)the lawyer and

,jurydecisions, crOibility.of witnesses and jury decisions, the sex of jurors

Ua variable in deliberations, the occupatiOn and aducation of _jurors as

bles in deliberations, prior jury, experience as a variable ;in deliberations,

ethnic background of jurors'as a variable in deliberations, juror personality .1
. t

4
and jury deliberations, what role evidence plays in jury deliberations, and the

number and severity of. decision alternatives as related to jury decisions.
43

A written assignment, worth 20% of the studenesigrade; is inserted between

'trial jUdge communication and jury deliberation topicslin Unit Four. Stu-
. .

Ill
dent are asked to v*ON.(ottside class and on library reserve) a two hour,videq-

.
.%.

44
tape of the simulated trial,_PeoRle:vs. Burks. This is a .rimin case in-

volvingng the trial of a defendant accused of ripe. The wit ess was

7-2
allegedly raped ift the hallway of her apartm!nt building at gun'poi

idfies the defendant as the man who raped her. Both attorleys areruation-
.

ally p-rominen't criminal laUyers: Remarks on certain procedures throughout the

trial are interspersed in the tape by The Honorable Alan E. Morrill. Students

consult their readings add class notes in 'answering designated glions aboUt

__ 'this case. The 'questions come from the material covered in Unit Four-dealing.

. with opening statementsexamipation,of witnesses, Closing arguments, and trial

judge communication:
45

Unit Five: Special Topics in Judicial Conimuntyon

Three additional topics are addressed at the end of the'course since there

arenumere-important communication dimenJons to each.of them. The three

0



topics are appellate court-advocacy, nonverballcommunication in legal settingili

and videotaping in the-legal.system.

(1) Appellate court advocacy. This topic becomes a.study of justificatory

argumentation and rhetoric in judicial appeals and opinions. It aiows,the
% ,

student to analyze the written appellate brief from the standpoint of argument,

6
arrangement, and style, to criticize oral arguments by attorneys according to

'rhetorical principles,
47

and to look at judicial decisions at.the appellate

level:.
48

(2) Nonverbal communication in legal settings. Although nonverbal com-

munication was noted several times during the course, it now is,time to isolate

this aspedt of communication`in the legal settii and to.look at it in greater

depth. We begin by lapping out a theory of nonverbal communicatiod/to recog-

.

ntze its importance in legal and other settings. Special attention is given

to proxemics, kinesics, vocal cues actinAtg as paralanguage, and certain physical

characteristics as they,relate'to communicating messages to people.
49

O

(3) Videotaping in the legal system. We end the semester by reflecting on

the uses and effects-ofIvideotaping in legal settings. For approximately

twenty years television has been-used to "aid investigation, to preserve testi-
-.

mony, to obtain a complepe record of an actual trial, and.to conduct communica-

tions research in legal settings. There has been opposition to its use based

On ftoblems with equipment; procedure, source credibility, courtroom dignity,

high cost, and possiblp/infringeMent of the Constitution. Nevertheless, tele-
,

v sion is .ba-i-trrused more and afore because there are individuals who, attest tok

/I'its many advantages such as convenience, accuracy, research value, and abili

to save court time; Arguments for and against videotaping come under Close

scrutiny by the students enrolled in class. They also are asked to think about

the possibility of,brOadcaSting trials for general public consumption. To help

formulate their opinions, students are presented with available research4findings
.
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,.,

regarding the use and effectof television in various legal-settings.
50

There are two additional assignments at the end of the course which deserve

cdthment. At some point near the end of Uni Four and the.begliking Unit*Five,
.

students are taken to a nearby district 'curt and given an opportunity to watch .'
V .

the court in action. During this same field tr'p visit,,a judge, ptosecutor,

and defense counsel present a 'symposium on_communication'skills in the legal'

profession. Students ere given opportunitieP to pose questions to, the hree'

individuals and most of these questions stem frdm what we have covered in the

course. A week after the visit, thestudents are asked to submit arepoit in

which they evaluate what they saw in court and what the three "professionals"

sal

fL

. The report is worth 10% of the student's final.g

A final examination worth 20% of thesttident's gr de completeVgall work in .

the. course. Half the examination is based on questions from Unit Five, while

the remaining part of the'examination is an application of the student's know-
,

ledge of jury-deliberations to their own.participation in such a deliberation.'

,I have the stents serve as jurors foi a mock trial which is part of a final

eXamination for third 'year law students who are enrolled in a codte in Trial -

Advocacy et a nearby law school. The trial usually takes

kir Sunday). My students see the full trial, 'retire to the

ate, and then return'to the, courtroom-with a verdict. The

liberations are videotaped. Ddring the final examination

one day (a Saturday

jury toc4n. to delibei-

etial ant their de-
IP

period', they prepare

an'analysis of their deliberationp based-on the topics discussed in Unit Four.

They submit this analytical paper at the time they take the final. examination

.

Mn Unit Five'topics.s.,
44,

It is my belief-that the "Communication in the, Legal Procdssly course ,is an

effective gleans of providing an introduction to lawyering as a'profession wheie
. .

:

Communication skills are.vieel. A sensitivity' to speech communication is not

something that is always cieerly'developed by students in leIrschool. So, it is

.4. 4, 0 $ 0

16.



enlightening for the

15

re-law student to look at the legal process from this

perspective. This co rqe does not pretend to maximize

in the students, nor does it help students to learn abou

%onm cation competencies

the law, Thoselifictivi-

ties are left up to a morebroad-based communication ea cation and,work in law

schOol. Nevertheless ;1 I believe that the 'students'gain prelfminary insight

into both communication/rhetorical theory and the le al process which is unique

in unde raduate education:

J

4
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1 \ ig

Gary S. Goodpaster, "The Human Arts of Lawyering: Interviewing and

Counseling;" Journal of Legal Education,.27 (1975), 22.

2 .For instance, see Gary Bellow and Bea Moulton, The Lawyering Process: j

Materials for Clinical Instruction in Advocacy (Mineola,'New Ybrk: Foundation

Rress, 19- 78), 'Chapter 7. This section is entitled."Argument: The Turn to

Authority." The preliminary perspectives in the chapter are borrowed from 6'

books on rhetoric by Winterowd and Clark. They treat ethical concerns,

pathetic concerns, logical.concerns, audience analysis, argument selection,

organization; and presentationthejlassical cano s of rhetoric.

3:
a

A March, 1980 conference sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Trial in

Orlando, Florida, bro,11.ght together justices, attorneys; psychiatrists, speech

communication professors, and debate coacheA.to discuss the applicatipn of

innovaiives al science techniques to the courtroom. Factors influencing the'

c
ispeaker, message, and Audience were analyzedto aid trial lawyers 'inlpreparing: r

and presenting their cases. Specialatcention was given to the ways an attorney
,-.

,

can maximize the communication effectiveness between the advocate and /e

judge/jury.

4
..,

See Deedra Befithall-Nietzel, "An Empirical,Investigatin of the Relation-

ships Between Lawyering Skills 'and Legal Education," Kentucky taw Journal, 64L----'''

(1975)v 373-397.

5 Thomas H. Adams, idtThe Law Schools Look 'Ahead: 1959 Conference on Legal

Education (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Law SchPol, 1959), p. 155.

6 Prelaw Handbook (Princeton New 'Jersey: Associption of American Law

Schools and the Law School Admission Council,1978),,p.

18
4
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the objectives'of the "Legal and Judicial Communication" course taught

at Howard University.are (a) to understand the interaction between communication

and the legal system; (b) to comprehend the trial and jury pibcess in light of
s

light`of

insights 6f communication theory; and (c) to 'examine the art of advocacy
n

as it is practiced in the courts.. The objectives of a_course in "Argumentation'

and Persuasion in Courts of Law" taught at'San Jose State University are (a) to

!.race the evolution of trial bf jury; (b) to compare and c6ntrast the different

methods of argu&nt used in summary proceedings befOre a magistrate, in front of

a jury, in the appellate process, and in quaSi-judicial hearings; and (c) to'

study trial transcripts as an institutionalized e of channeling. confronta-

tions between individuals and the state. The objective of a course in "Judi-

cial Communication" taught at Drak,University is to focus On the communication

skills and communication questions which,lawyers-ju -1ftigants-jurors face

in criminal and civil justice..: Finally, the "CommUmication and the Law" course

. at Ldyola Upiversitytof Chicago is intended to survey the communication research

related to law enforcement, corrections, and the judicial process. By the end

of the cou'ise, the students should (a) have an understanding of legal communiL

ration research methods; (b) have an understanding of how communication skills
.1-

training can assist criminal justice employees; (c) have an understanding of

the communication variables affetting,lawyers' decisfoin their jury selection

process; (d) have an understanding Of the effect of using videotape in the

,courtroom; (e) have an understanding of ph--& effect of communication variables

on. the juror's Aecisftn-making process; an4 (Ohave:the ability to use com-

munication skills'effectively to interview, negotiate, and persuade in a

As.

simulated courtroom setting, and have the ability to assess these skillain others./

8 Richard D. Rieke, "The Role of Legal Communication Studies in Contem-

porgy bepartments of Communication," an unpublished papet,p. 1.
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9
See American Jurisprudence, Trials (San'Francisco: Bancroft-Whitney,

1964), Volx. 1 -6; Bellow and Moulton (gee £n. 2); Paul. Bergman, Trial Advocacy

.

in a Nutshell (St. Paul: West Publishing, 1979); Gordon Bermant, Charlan Nemeth,

and.Npil.Vidmar, eds., ,Psycholog and,the Law (Lexington,Massachusetts: Lex-

ington Books, 1976); Harry S. Bodift,..-Civil Litigation and Trial Techniques

(New Yofk: Practicing Law Institute, 1976);4Frarli,c;a Xavier Busch, Trial

Procedure Materials (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill; 1961); Al J. Cone and Verne

LawyeNThe Art of Persuasion in Litigation (Des Moines: Dean Hicks, 19061;

Ronald C. Del and Robert Davis, Effective Speaking for Lawyers (Buffalo:

Wiliam S. Hein, 1969); Jerome Frank, Courts. on "Trial (P okton, New Jersey:

Princeton University Press, 1973); Richard A. yens, Advocacy: The Art of

Pleading a Cause (Colorado Springs: Shefoard's/MCGraw-Hill, 19801; Kenney F.

Hegland, Trial and 'Practice Skills in a Nutshell .(St. Paul: West Publishing,

1978); Hebert Hickam and Thomas IC Scanlon, Preparation for Trial (Philadelphia:

Joint Committee on Continuing Legal Bducatton orthe American Law Institute and,
the American Bar Association, 1963); Grace Holmes, ed., EXcelIence in Advdcacy

-% .-,,

(Ann Arbor: The Institute of Continuing Legal Education, 1971); Grace 'Holmes,
,

.

ed., Persuasion: The-Key to Damages (Ann,sArbor: The Institute for Continuing

Legal Education, 1969); Robert E: Keeton, Trial Tactics and Methods (Boston:

4

LiEtle, Brown, and Co., 1973); lierbert A. Kuvin, Trial Handbook (Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1965);, Lewis W. Lake, How to Win a Lawsuit Before

Juries (New York:. Prentice-Hall, 1954); James Marshall, Laand Psychology

Conflict (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1966); Alan E. MorrilliTial Diplomacy

' (Chicago: Court Practice Institute, 1572); Walter-Probert, Law, Language and

4

° Communication (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas; 1972); Henry B. Roel-
. ,

blatt, Successful Techniques in the Trial-of Crimipal'Cases (Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1961); Bruce D. Sales, ed., Psychology in the Legal

r- 20
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4

'Process (New York: Spectrum Pregs, 1977); and Robert L. Simmons, Winning
. .

$efore Trial (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Executive Reports Corporation,

4 #

1974), Vols.- 1-2.'

10 Consult Ronald J. Matlon, Index to Journals in Communication Studies

Through 1979 (,Annandale, Virginia:" Speech Communication Association; 1980)."

11
4 \

One textbook occasionally required is Rita James Simon,,ed., The Jury

4

System in £merica (Beverly Hills, California: S'age Publications, 1975). The

first chapter, "Aspects of American Trial Jury History," provides some excellent

backgrou*material. A newer version of essentially the same book, is Simon,

The Jury: Its Role in American Society (Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington

Books, 1980)..

12 Barry Kalven, Jr. and Hans Zeisel, The American Jury (Boston: Little,

I
41

Brown, and Company, 1966).

13 Initially I reviewed the literaturein speech communication and psychology

pertaining to interviewing and counseling. After preparing a' compendium of ad-

siiperimposed what was.rele:vant on advice from the follot7ing literature

pertainingto the legal interview. See Harrop.Arthur Freeman and Henry Weihofen,.

Clinical Law Training: Interviewing and Counseling (St. Paul: West Publishing,

4

1972); GoodpAster (see

TechniqueD, and Tactics

Jones, "Directivity vs.

fn.1);gRamorld L. Gorden, Interviewing: Strategy,

(Homewood, Ilelinois. Dorsey Press, 1969);,Stanley E.

Nondirectivi'ty: Implications of the Examination of
4

Witnesses in Taw for the Fact-Finding Interview," Journal of Communication, 19

(March, 1969),.84-75; Mark K. Schoenfield and Barbara Pearlman Schoenfield,_

"The Art of Interviewing and Cotinselini,"
Practical,Lawyer, 24 (January 15,"

1978);"67774, (March 1,'1978),'41 -59; Andrew S. WatsonoTtie Lawyer in the inter-'

viewing and Counseling, Process, (Indianapolis: sBobbs-:Merrill, 1976).

1. 2 1 ' 4
5

sr'
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14 The Client:CounselingCompetition was conceived and developed as a

legal teaching technique by Professor Lopis M. Brown of theUniversity of
,

.

.

'Southern California Law Center: It was'originally called the Mock
.
Law

.
0 . .

Office Competition. It has been held each year, since 1969 with the Aierican

c
Bar Association's Law Student Division administering the competition since

1973. The purpe of the competition is to"promote greater knowledge and

interest among law students in the counseling functions of law practice andiki
.

,

/

.

to encourage students by contest awards to, develop intervieWi4, planning,

.4 and analftical skills in the lawyer-client relationship in the law office.
.

;

,

.

.

. .
4 \

15 .
. .

In addition-to pertinent literature on small group communcation in our

. \
field and in chapters in the books noted in fn, 9, see Wilfred Lorry, A Civil

Action: The Tr1al (Philadelphia: Joint Committee on Continuing Legal Education

of.the-American Law Institute'and the American Bar AssOCiation, 1959) and

;

George Vetter,.Successful Civil Litigation (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:

AP Prentice-Hall 1977).

16
Harry T. Edwards, Problems,'Readings, and Materials on the Lawyer as a

Negotiator (St. Paul. West` Publishing; 1977); Denton R. e,and Jerry

Tomlinson;'The U e of, Simulated Negotiation to Teach Substantive Law," Journal

of Legal Education, 2d (1969), 579, -586; and. David H. Smith, "Communication and

.-)
Negotiation.OutcOme;" Journal ..f Communication, 19 (September, 1969), 248-256.

17
See Gary Bellow, Conflict Resolution and the tewyerina_PrOcess (Mineola,

I

C

New York: Foundation.Press? 1971.) and Gerald I. Nierenberg, The Art of Negotiating.

(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1971).4,

18'What'students commonly discover is that lawyers are advised to negotiate

on their own turf, balance or, slightly' outnumber the'other side with negotiatOrs, '

try to anticip4te the strategies,:ktrengths, and weaknesses-of an opponent,

22
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designate a "demand" as a precondition for negotiation, make the other side

tender the first offer, make. the first demand relatively high, raise demands

as they make concessions, and put the final agreement in writing themselves if

at all possible.

19
Guy O. Kornblum, "The Oral Civil Deposition... Preparatiin and Examina-

.
I

tion of, Witnesses,1' Practical Lawyer, 17 (May, 1971), 11735. Articles and books

on human memory to compliment the Kornblum essay are numerous.)

20
William A. Glaser, Pretrial Discovery and, the Adversary System (New 'York:

4

RussellSage Foundation, 1968). The information in this book is plugged into

our writings on evidence which appear in most argumentation textbooks.

21
,

"Pretrial Confet'ence Procedures," South Carolina Law Review, 26 (1974),.

481-523.

22
The case study used,is "The Case of the

found in Michael' Meltsner and Philip G. Schrag,

Materials for Clinical,Legal 'Education (Boston:

1974).

Ballroom.Banker." It can be

Public Interest Advoca0:

L2ttLe, Brown, and Company,

23
For instance, students are to assume -flit,- should the case go to trial, 1

it has been assigned to a judge .thought to be sympathetic to consumers, and
4

that if the case gets to trial, the question of. the amount of punitive damages

will, if any, go to a jury,

24
See citations in fn.,11.

,fr

25
We view the,ABC-TV program, "The Shooting odoBig Man: Anatomy of

Criminal Case." This documentary begins width a-meeting between the defendant

#

and his two lawyers and is an unusual behind-the-scenes look at acomplete

criminal case. Students are asked to pay particular at&ntiopto certain

communication strategies. the videotape is available from Evidence Films,

23
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22

12 Arrow Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02138.

,28 In addition to the references in fn. 9, see Hayward R. Alker, Jr., Carl

\,1
'Hosticka, and Michael Mitchell, "Jury Selection as a Biased Social Process,"

411

'Law and Society Review, 11 (Fall, 1976), .9-41; Joseph T. Karcher, "The Importance

A

of the Voir Dire," Practical Lawyer, 15 (December, 196.9), 59-66); Alan E.
A

Mdrrill, "Voir Dire Examination," Insurance Law Journal (March, 19681, 190-234;

Alice M.Padawer-Singer, Andr'ew Sinker, andktsitle Singer, "Voir Dire by Two

4 Lawyers: An Essential Safeguard:'" Judicature, 57 (April 1974), 386-391;

Robert S. Redmount,"Psychological Tests for Selecting Juro;ls,d Kansas LawRe-

view, 5 (1957), 391-403; Robert C.,Sorensen, "Juror Selection and the Behavioral

Sciences," Litigation, 2 (1975/1978), 30-34; and Eugene Tate,
\\

and-'Stanley Clark, "Communication Variables in Jury Selection,"Journal of

,ur

Communication, 24 (SumMer, 1974), 130-139.

est Mawrish,

27 Jay Schulman, Philip ahaver, Tbbeit Colman, BArbara Emrich, and
4

Christie, "Recipe for a Jury," Psychology Today, 6 (Miy, 1973), 3:=44,

77-84.

-2 8

* In addition to-the references in fn. 9, see Frank E. Haddad, Jr., "The

.

.

Criminal Case': The Opening Statemerit," Trial, 10 (October, 1979),'34 -35, 41, 60.

29 Robert G. Lawson, "The Law of Primacy in the Criminal- Courtroom,"

Journal of Social Psychology, 77 (1969), 1217131; Robert'G. Lawson, "Order

of Presentation as a Factor in Jury Persuasion," Kentucky.Law Journal, 36

-A*

(Spring, 1967- 1968),. 523-555; and Vernoii).,Stone, "A Primacy Effect in Decision-
. . 4

Making byJurors," Journal of Communication; 19 (September, 1969), 239-247.

30
In addition to the references in fn.,9 andisections of argumentation

S1/4,.books devOted to questioning, see John k. Burgess, "Principles and Techniques of

Cross-Examination," Trial Diplomacy Journal, 2 (Winter, 1979), 19-23;

24
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Edward W. Cleary, "Evidence
,

as a Problem in Communicating," Vanderbilt Lay

Review, ,5 (April, 1952), 277-294; Mason Ladd: "Some'Observatious on Credibility:

Impeachment of Witnesses," Cornell Law quarterly, 52 (Winter, 1967), 239-2611

andJack B. Weinstein, "The Examination of Witnesses," Practical Lawyer, 23

(March, 1977), 40=49. 'I

31
In addition to the references in fn. 9, see Melvin M. Belli, '"Techniques

-of Final Argument," Trial Diplomacy Journal, *2*CWinter, 1979), 34-39; Roy Cz

Brock, "Closing Argument foethe.Defendant,"'Federation of Insurance Counsel

Quarterly, 26 (Winter, 1976), 145- ; John P. Millerdoppening and. Closing

Statements from.the Viewpoing of the Plaintiff's Attorney," Practical Lawyer,

10 (October, 1964), 84-94; Stanley E. Preiser, "The Criminal CaSe: Tips on

/ Summation," Trial, 15 (October, 1979), 48-49, 53-55, 68; and Lawrence J. Smith,

Art of Advocacy:' Summation (New York: Matthew Bender, 1978).

114

32
In addition to the references -in fn. 9, see Raymond W. Buchanan, Bert

Pryor, K. Phillip Taylor, and David U..Strawn, "Legal Communication: An In-

vestigation of Juror Comprehension of Pattern tfleructions'":.Comidnication

Quarterly, 26.(Fall, 1978), 31-35; Robert F. Forston,. "Judge's Instructions: A

Quantitative Analysis of Jurors'',Listening Comprehension," Today's Speech, 18

(Fall, 1970), 34-38; Susan A. Henderson, "Pattgrn JUry InstrUctions,"'

Judicature, 52 (March, 1969), 339-342; Jack Pope, "The Judge-Jury Relationship,"

Southwestern raw Journal, 18 (1964); 46-69; and Kenpeth M. Wormilood, "Instructing

the Jury," Defense Law Journal, 15 (1966); 1-28.

33
.

tatl Ledford, "Defusing the Dynamite Charge: A Critique of Allen and

Its Progeny," Tennessee:Law Review, 36 (Summer, 1969), 749-162"and Gary Orloff, ,

"Future Renditions. of Allen-Type Charges Must Conform to the Standard Approved

by the American Bar Association," Houston Law Review, 9 (January, 1972), 570-578.
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34
1w addition to:the references in fn. 9, the Kalven:and Zeisel work

24

(see fm. 12),' and

fine overall work

Massachmsett D

several chapters in both works by Simon. (see fn. 11), a very

on juries is Michael J; Saks, Jury Verdicts (Lexington,

.C. Heath ,and 'Company, ,19771.

35
Lisa M. Harms, "The Questioning

University, Law Review, 27 (Fall, 1977),

36
Dragan

of Titnesses by Jurors," American-

127-160.

De Petroff, "The Practice of Jury Note Taking: Misconduct, Right,

or privilege?" Oklahoma Lit., Review, 18'(May, 1965), .125-14k and Edwin

Scherlis, "Note Taking by Jurors," Temple Law Quarterly, 37 (1963- 1964); ,

332 -341.

37 Lep J. FlytiflIC"Does Justice Fail When the Jury is Deadlocked?u

61' (September,, 1977), 129-234.

38
Ruth B.

Judicature,

Ginsburg,."Spedial Tindings and Jury Unanimity in the Federal

65 (1965), 256-271 and Laird C., Kirkpatrick,Courts0 Columbia Law Review,

"Shdul&Jury Verdicts be Unanimous injriminal Cases?" Oregon Law Review, 47

(June, 1968), 417429.

39 William E. Arnold, "Memberihip Satisfaction and Decision Making in Six

Member and Twelve Member Simulated' Juries," Journal of the American Forensic

'Association, 12 (Winter,'1976), 130-137;fJoan B. Kessler, "An Empirical Study of

Six- and Twelve-Member Jury Decision-Making Processes,":Journal of Law Reform, 6

(Spring,, 19/3), 712-734; David M. Powall, "Reducing the Size of.Juries,"

Journal of Law Reform,. 5 (Fall, 1971), 87 -108; Edward Thorson, "Six Will DO!"
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40 Howard S. Erlanger, "Jury Res&arch in America," Law and Society Review,
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4 (February,' 1970), 345-370 and Kathleen Carrese 1Gerftsi, Miron Zuckerman, and
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hologicai Bulletin, (1977), 323-339.
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41 William Bevan, Robert S. Albert, Pierre R. Loiseaux, Peter N. Mayfield,

and George Wright, "Jury:Behavior as a Futiction of the Prestige of the Foreman

and the-liature of His Leadership," 'Journal of Nblic Law, 7 (Fall, 1958), 419-449.

4 42 See references in fn. 32. In addition, the
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The videotape may be ordered from the Court Practice Institute, 30 W.
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"
Washington.Boulevard, Chicago, Illizois, 60602. Other taped trials are avail-

able ap 4e11.

45 CopieS of'the quesiions are available from the author.

46
Harvey C. Couch, "Writing the'A;pellate Brief," Practical Lawyer, 17

(December, 1971); 27-38.

47 Milton Dickens, and Ruth E. Schwartz, o'Oral Argument Before the tuprtike
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